
12 August 2020 

Secretariat to PESRAC

Via email: secretariat.PESRAC@treasury.tas.gov.au

Dear Secretariat,

Re: Conservation and land management economic stimulus in regional Tasmania. 

We write to seek your support for a jobs-rich investment in conservation and 

land management across regional Tasmania, as part of broader economic 

stimulus measures in the wake of COVID-19.   

In March, a national coalition of over 70 conservation, farming and land 

management organisations came together to support a detailed proposal for 

state and federal government co-investment in practical conservation and 

land management jobs for Australia.  Supporters of this proposal included the 

National Landcare Network, the National Farmers Federation, NRM Regions 

Australia, the Australian Land Conservation Alliance, and the Australian 

Conservation Foundation. 

Since then representatives from the sector have been engaged in productive 

discussions with Ministers and key officials in the federal, state and territory 

governments and we understand that the proposal is being actively considered. 

Cradle Coast Authority on behalf of its Member Councils, identified the approach in 

its recently announced List Of Projects Of Regional Importance. 

The proposal is designed to offer people who have lost their jobs due to COVID-19 - 

especially in regions reliant on tourism - meaningful work to restore and 

improve natural and rural environments through on-ground practical work. This work 

provides valuable investment in cultural and ecotourism infrastructure as well as 

improving sustainability of farmland. It is perfect work for young people who 

cannot get employment, or workers facing a long shutdown in their industry, 

to undertake additional training to boost future employment prospects. An 

important opportunity also exists to provide employment and benefit for Aboriginal 

Tasmanians.  

As part of this work, a report by Ernst and Young was commissioned into the 

economic benefits of the proposal and its potential to form part of the federal 

government’s response to the economic impacts of COVID-19.   The report found 

that state and federal government co-investment of $4 billion in this program could 

raise economic output by about $5.7 billion, reduce welfare costs by $620 million 

and generate 53,000 jobs over the next four years.  A copy of this report is attached. 

https://www.cradlecoast.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Media-Release-CCA-ANNOUNCES-PROJECTS-OF-REGIONAL-IMPORTANCE-ID-50741.pdf
https://alca.org.au/delivering-economic-stimulus-through-the-conservation-and-land-management-sector/


Working with the Federal Government, seven priority regions for investment have 

been identified, based on predicted regional employment loss and the availability of 

shovel-ready conservation and land management work. One of the standout regions 

for this investment is Tasmania, and further information is attached. 

Regional Tasmania is particularly suited to this sort of stimulus proposal because many 

communities have been acutely impacted by COVID-19. Their isolation, small size, 

economic structure and high rates of underlying unemployment make remote 

communities particularly vulnerable during periods of economic downturn.  

We request that you write to the Prime Minister conveying your support and 

encouraging the Australian Government to continue to work collaboratively with the 

sector on refining this proposal. We would welcome the opportunity to provide a more 

detailed briefing.  

If you would like to organise a meeting with our group, please do not hesitate to 

contact Sophie Wright at Cradle Coast Authority via swright@cradlecoast.com or 

6433 8400.

Yours sincerely, 

Todd Dudley 

Daryl Connelly MBUS Todd Dudley 

Chief Executive Officer 

Cradle Coast Authority 

Rod Knight  

Landcare Tasmania 

President  

North East Bioregional 

Network  

mailto:swright@cradlecoast.com
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The following is the executive summary from the report ‘Delivering economic stimulus through the 
conservation and land management sector’. 
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Executive summary  

To support Australia’s economic recovery from Covid-19, government 
investment of $4 billion in a national conservation and land management 
program could raise economic output by about $5.7 billion, reduce welfare 
costs by $620 million and generate 53,000 jobs over the next four years.    

The impact of Covid-19 on the Australian economy has been profound. The economy contracted 
sharply over the last three months and Australia is now in deep recession, the first in 30 years. 
Governments have been actively managing the economic fallout of the pandemic with a range of 
measures put in place to help shore up jobs and businesses. 

But the crisis is dynamic, and the sheer scale of the economic harm continues to emerge. It is 
increasingly likely there will be a sustained period of economic weakness and mounting pressures 
on government to repair the coronavirus-inflicted damage. In this environment, governments are 
seeking options to reignite economic activity. 

Australia’s conservation and land management sector has developed a broad-based program of 
environmental investment which governments could rapidly mobilise to stimulate the economy and 
support severely affected regions. The program involves a range of activities to improve Australia’s 
natural assets and agricultural land which can be scaled to requirements, get Australians into 
meaningful work quickly and may be targeted to areas where stimulatory assistance is most 
needed.  

Scale and scope 

Three key program scale and timing options have been proposed. Two are national level programs 
involving significant levels of investment ($4 billion and $2 billion respectively). An alternative 
option is a smaller regionally focused program ($500 million) which could be deployed in severely 
affected regions. Each option may be rapidly mobilised to support Australia’s recovery from              
Covid-19. 

 

 

 

 

 

Full program involving    
$4 billion of investment 
over four years 

National 
Recovery 
Program 

Accelerator 
Program 

Impulse 
Program 

Medium scale program 
involving $2 billion of 
investment over three years 

Regionally based program 
involving $500 million of 
investment ($100 million for 
five regions) over two years 
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What activities does the stimulus program involve? 

Under each option, the program would be funded by government and recruit Australians who are 
currently out of work due to the crisis to undertake local environmental and land management 
activities in the following areas: 

► Managing environmental threats — Controlling invasive animals and weeds, environmental 
improvements to remove plastics and other forms of pollution from Australia’s waterways 
and marine environment and employing Indigenous rangers, bringing with them Traditional 
Ecological Knowledge. 

► Habitat restoration — Assisted natural regeneration in sensitive areas, restoring river, 
wetland and coastal habitats as well as native revegetation. 

► Infrastructure, building and maintenance — Building fences, repairing and installing new 
infrastructure to support bushfire and drought recovery, and enhancing infrastructure in 
Australia’s national parks, local councils and private estates. 

The evidence of long-term economic and environmental benefits from these investments is 
encouraging. Research indicates that they can deliver meaningful gains in agricultural productivity, 
including by reducing costs and lifting the capacity of the land, improve water quality and natural 
disaster resilience, and preserve the country’s natural heritage. 

Benefits of the program  

The program has various features that increase its investment attractiveness:  

► The ability to employ many workers with no previous experience in conservation and land 
management work, allowing people who have lost their jobs in other sectors to participate 
in the program.  

► The creation of thousands of jobs in the conservation and land management sector, which 
will reduce the demand for welfare payments such as JobSeeker and Youth Allowance. 

► The ability to temporarily transfer workers who have lost their job in different industries 
may prevent displacement of people to other regions.   

► The nature of the program, which involves many labour-intensive tasks, means that much 
of the work can be completed in a Covid-19 safe environment. 

► The potential for participants in the program to upskill or retrain in conservation and land 
management roles, ensuring the creation of practical and transferrable skills such as 
teamwork, communication, leadership and job readiness.  

► The proposed activities build on existing models and mechanisms, which will help drive the 
success of the program.  

► The increase in conservation and land management efforts has the potential to improve 
future agricultural productivity and reduce the cost of restoration of degraded 
environments down the track.   
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The economic impact of the program 
 
The economic impact of the proposed conservation and land management stimulus program was 
examined based on high-level investment, management and skills requirements, reflecting that 
detailed implementation planning is still to occur.  

The analysis adopted a whole-of-economy view to examine the program options. Two key channels 
were examined: 

► The direct impact of the program investment as fiscal stimulus and the potential of the 
program to jump-start economic activity and boost labour market outcomes. 

► The ability of the program to deliver long term economic benefits from governments’ 
conservation and land management investments. The specific details of constituent 
projects are not examined individually within the analytic framework, but rather considered 
as a ‘package’ of potential initiatives based on the scope and size of benefits which could 
be realistically available with a concerted emphasis on good project selection and 
implementation. 

The analysis indicates that the proposed conservation and land management stimulus program has 
the potential to generate substantial economic gains during the immediate economic crisis period 
and over the long term. 

The $4 billion National Recovery program was estimated to raise economic output by around           
$5.7 billion and generate 53,000 jobs over the next four years to support Australia’s post Covid-19 
economic recovery (see Table 1). Over the period to 2040, when long run gains from natural asset 
and land management investments may be realised, economic gains are estimated to be in the 
order of $9.3 billion, with total employment expected to increase by around 62,000 workers. 

The modelled impacts of the smaller program options, the $2 billion Accelerator Program and the 
$500 million regionally based Impulse Program are estimated to increase long term economic 
output by $4.7 billion (31,000 jobs) and $1.2 billion (8,000 jobs) respectively. 

This study also assessed the potential maximum (outer-envelope) gains that may be achieved in the 
long run — assuming all productivity gains and cost savings from conservation and land 
management investments are fully realised. Under this scenario, the economic impacts under each 
proposal option are higher. In the case of the $4 billion National Recovery Program, the potential 
economic impacts increase to around $12.0 billion over a 20-year period. 
 
In the current economic environment, there has been drastic increases in unemployment and 
underemployment. If some of these displaced workers are engaged in the program (and 
subsequently, no longer receive welfare payments such as JobSeeker), there is the potential for 
significant fiscal savings in addition to the modelled economic impacts. These savings could be in 
the order of $620 million for the National Recovery Program, $300 million for the Accelerator 
Program and $80 million for the Regional Impulse Program.  
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Table 1: Economic impacts of the proposed conservation and land management stimulus program 

GDP ($ millions) 
Fiscal stimulus impact – 4 years 

(NPV)  

Total economic impact – 20 years 

(NPV) 

Recovery Program 
($4 billion stimulus investment) 

                5,678             9,269  

Accelerator Program 

($2 billion stimulus investment) 
                2,817             4,687  

Impulse Program 
($500 million stimulus investment) 

                   717             1,194  

Employment (FTEs)  Fiscal stimulus impact – 4 years  Total economic impact – 20 years 

Recovery Program  53,428 62,285 

Accelerator Program 26,701 31,246 

Impulse Program  6,690 7,836 

Note: A 7% discount rate was used. Source: EY analysis based on the proposed program expenditures and structure.  

Good design principles 

Australian and overseas experience with recent stimulus initiatives has reinforced that the capacity 
to realise program benefits depends greatly on good program design and implementation. A 
stimulus program of this size will require careful consideration of implementation issues. Indeed, 
the ability of the program to be rolled out quickly is at the heart of its potential economic benefit. 

Due to the program’s scale and reach, the involvement of many delivery organisations and different 
levels of government, the program will have pressing coordination and governance challenges. 
Robust whole-of-program management will be needed.  

In addition, the program has many features which are attractive to government and it aligns well 
with the Federal Government’s objectives for stimulus policy design. 

► Targeted —The program involves real jobs on real projects. It’s not a make work program. 
Rather the initiatives have the potential to make our environment and agricultural land 
better and leave a legacy. Moreover, the program is targeted at alleviating some of the key 
social and economic concerns of regions affected by Covid-19, as well as the bushfires. 

► Temporary — The program has a finite start and end date (depending on the scale of the 
program) and does not bake in structural commitments to the Budget. 

► Timely — The program can be implemented quickly, and it has been structured around the 
capacity of the conservation and land management sector to mobilise and deliver projects 
on-the-ground. Program requirements are largely based around unskilled workers and it 
can help engage the massive pool of currently unemployed and underemployed workers 
across Australia, including in regions at risk of entrenched disadvantage. 

► Proportionate — The program can be scaled up or down. Stimulus decisions, by nature, are 
made rapidly and in a climate of uncertainty. The proposed program enables policymakers 
to adjust their investment under each of the program options if necessary. 
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About EY 
EY is a global leader in assurance, tax, transaction and advisory services. The 
insights and quality services we deliver help build trust and confidence in the 
capital markets and in economies the world over. We develop outstanding leaders 
who team to deliver on our promises to all of our stakeholders. In so doing, we play 
a critical role in building a better working world for our people, for our clients and 
for our communities. 

EY refers to the global organization, and may refer to one or more, of the member 
firms of Ernst & Young Global Limited, each of which is a separate legal entity. 
Ernst & Young Global Limited, a UK company limited by guarantee, does not 
provide services to clients. Information about how EY collects and uses personal 
data and a description of the rights individuals have under data protection 
legislation is available via ey.com/privacy. For more information about our 
organization, please visit ey.com. 

© 2020 Ernst & Young, Australia 
All Rights Reserved. 

Liability limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standards Legislation. 

In line with EY’s commitment to minimize its impact on the environment, this 
document has been printed on paper with a high recycled content. 

Ernst & Young is a registered trademark. 

Our report may be relied upon by Conservation Council of South Australia for the 
purpose of estimating the economic and social impacts of a program of 
conservation and land management activities to support Australia’s response to 
Covid-19 only pursuant to the terms of our engagement letter dated 26 May 2020. 
We disclaim all responsibility to any other party for any loss or liability that the 
other party may suffer or incur arising from or relating to or in any way connected 
with the contents of our report, the provision of our report to the other party or the 
reliance upon our report by the other party. 
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Tasmania  

Economic context 

Tasmania relies more on tourism than any other state or territory in Australia. Over 1.3 million tourists visit the 
state each year and contribute about $3.6 billion to the State's economy (11.1% of GSP) and the sector directly 
and indirectly employs 43 200 workers (about 17.4% of total workforce). Tasmanian communities have been 
hard hit by COVID-19 travel restrictions and are likely to experience lasting economic impacts due to continuing 
restrictions on international travel (Table 1).  
 

Conservation values 

Twenty percent of Tasmania is covered by the 1.4 million hectare Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, 
and the state boasts 19 national parks, 7 marine reserves and 10 Ramsar wetlands. Tasmania holds the majority 
of Australia's cool climate marine and terrestrial ecosystems and a significant proportion of the state outside 
protected areas is covered by native ecosystems, many of which are under threat from pest species. 
 

Conservation and land management outcomes 

Investment in conservation and land management stimulus during the economic recovery period would 
deliver tangible outcomes across four strategic priority areas: 
 
1. Coastal habitats and catchment health 

Work with landholders, councils and local communities to restore dune ecosystems, fence and restore 
streams, enhance in-stream habitats, rehabilitate degraded wetlands and regenerate native bushland. 

 
2. Sustainable agriculture and land restoration 

Work with the farming and natural resource management organisations to reduce nutrient and sediment 
runoff from agricultural areas, manage pest species and improve connectivity across the landscape.  

 
3. Supporting voluntary private land conservation 

Support landowners with conservation agreements by undertaking practical conservation work on their 
land, sharing skills and knowledge and encouraging new landowners to create conservation agreements. 

 
4. Invasive species management    

Scale up vertebrate pest eradication programs, engage with Aboriginal communities to strengthen weed 
and pest management capacity and support Landcare groups in strategic weed management.  

 
 



Proposed investment and associated employment 

Federal investment of $50 million will create 300 full-time equivalent positions over four years. Recent analysis 
by Ernst & Young found that this investment will create an estimated $110 million in long-term total economic 
benefits for local communities and the state economy.1  
 

Regional delivery capacity 

State agencies, Natural Resource Management regional bodies and non-profit organisations in Tasmania 
actively manage extensive areas of national park, state forest and farming landscapes with limited resources. 
Federal investment in Tasmania has helped to build organisational capacity and establish a foundation for 
regional bodies and non-profit organisations to successfully delivery regional employment programs.  
 

Proposed delivery approach 

It is recommended that the investment be delivered through a combination of (a) regional conservation and 
land management partnerships (one per NRM region); (b) direct funding to state conservation agencies; and  
(c) a competitive funding round administered by the Australian Government. 
 
Table 1: Predicted employment impacts 2 

Statistical regions  Workforce 
Predicted 

employment 
loss (%) 

Predicted total 
unemployment 

(%) 

 

South East Coast 

Launceston 

Burnie - Ulverstone 

Devonport 

North East 

West Coast 

Meander Valley-West Tamar 

Huon - Bruny Island 

Central Highlands (Tas.) 

 

 

 

2,437  

 34,821  

 18,978  

 17,920  

 14,424  

 7,494  

 9,192  

 7,520  

 4,630 

117,416 

 

 

14% 

9% 

8% 

8% 

7% 

7% 

7% 

7% 

6% 

8% 

 

 
 
 

 

Potential delivery partners 

Australian Government (Department of Agriculture, Water and Environment, National Landcare Program), 
Tasmanian Government (Department of Primary Industries, Parks, Water and the Environment), NRM 
Regions (NRM Cradle Coast, NRM North, NRM South), Conservation and farming organisations (Landcare 
Tasmania, Tasmanian Land Conservancy, Bush Heritage Australia), Local Governments, Indigenous Land 
Management Organisations, Tourism Operators.  
 
 

                                                           
1 Ernst & Young (2020) Delivering economic stimulus through the conservation and land management sector, June 2020. Calculation based on 

combined federal investment of $50 million and a return on investment ratio >2.25:1. 
2 Centre for Conservation Geography (2020) Preliminary analysis of the spatial distribution of COVID-19 related employment loss in Australia. 




